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1. Problem Statement
Existing dynamic loop scheduling (DLS)
techniques for distributed-memory sys-
tems employ a master-worker execution
model which has a limited performance on
large-scale and heterogeneous computing
resources.
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Taxonomy of loop scheduling techniques.
2. Existing Approaches
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Conventional master-worker execution model us-
ing MPI two-sided communications [1, 3].
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Hierarchical master-worker model using MPI two-
sided communications. Global and local mas-
ters are located on a single physical compute
node [2].
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Hierarchical master-worker model using hybrid
MPI two-sided communications and OpenMP.
Local masters are distributed across multiple
physical compute nodes [4].
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3. Novel Distributed Chunk Calculation Approach
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Novel distributed chunk calculation approach using MPI one-sided communication and passive-target
synchronization.
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DLS execution with the proposed distributed chunk
calculation approach.
1. A processing element pj obtains a copy
of the last scheduling step i and atomi-
cally increments i by one.
2. pj only uses its local pre-increment
copy of i to calculate Ki with the se-
lected DLS technique.
3. pj obtains a copy of the last start loop
index lpstart and atomically accumu-
lates the size of the calculated chunk
Ki to it.
4. pj executes loop iterations between
lpstart (before accumulation) and
lpstart + min(Ki, N).
4. Experimental Setup and Results
• Parallel spin-image generation.
• Three two-socket Intel Xeon E5-
2640 processors with a total
of 20 cores per node, denoted
Xeon.
• Three Intel Xeon Phi 7210
manycore processors with a to-
tal of 64 cores per node, de-
noted KNL.
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Implementation approaches
• One_DLS proposed distributed chunk calculation using one-sided MPI communication and
passive-target synchronization.
• Two_DLS_S single-thread master-worker using two-sided MPI communication.
• Two_DLS_M multi-thread master-worker using two-sided MPI communication.
5. Take Home Messages
• The proposed approach, DLS_One, employs MPI passive-target synchronization and delivers a
competitive performance against existing approaches, DLS_Two_S, and DLS_Two_M, that use
MPI two-sided communication and employ the conventional master-worker execution model.
• Using DLS_One, the performance of DLS techniques were almost unaffected by the arbitrary
mapping of the DATAOWNER to any processing element in the system.
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